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Ne have studied the two related problems of inelastic e -N scattering and the total photo-
absorption cross section in a relativistic SU(6) && O(3) model of higher baryon couplings
developed over the last few years. The hypothesis of duality is incorporated for both these
photonic processes by summing over an in5nite sequence of s-channel resonances, the facil-
ity for which is provided in this model of B~B(P, V) couplings through a simple structure of
the form factor for the supermultiplet transition (L+ 0+) and a "Regge universality" con-
dition on the "reduced" coupling constants. A slight variant of this form factor, which has
been applied successfully to several two-body processes recently, is found to give rather
good fits to the resonance-production region of inelastic e -N scattering over a wide range
of input data. The difference (Aoz) of the total photoabsorption cross section on the proton
and the neutron targets is also reproduced quite accurately over the whole range of available
data. For these two processes, the higher-spin (J = L+ 2, J =L+ +2) states are found to
produce dominant contributions over those of the lower-spin (J = L —2) states. A compari-
son of this pattern with a corresponding one operative for the evaluation of electromagnetic
masses within this model prompts us to infer almost a "causal" relationship between the
positive value of Aoz, on the one hand and the traditional negative value of (bm —6m„) on the
other. However, an important shortcoming of this model is its inability to reproduce the
scaling region of deep-inelastic e -N scattering for very high incident electron energies
(e & 10 GeV). This is presumab1y because of the absence in this model of a mechanism for
the inclusion of daughter trajectories, whose contributions are expected to be progressively
more important as the energy is increased.

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of resonances in different high-energy
processes has been increasingly felt over the years
since finite-energy sum rules (FESR)" and duali-
ty" were proposed. We have gone a long way from
the earliest application of these principles to the
area of v-N scattering, ' and the duality spirit now
pervades more complicated processes involving
vector and electromagnetic interactions. ' The
most obvious applications of electromagnetic cou-
plings of resonances are photoproduction process-
es and the inelastic e -N scattering, which pro-
vide direct experimental tests of these couplings
at lightlike and spacelike distances, respectively.
Of these, the study of inelastic e -N scattering
has generally been classified into two regions: (i)
the production of resonances and (ii) deep-inelastic
scattering. The investigations in these two areas
have, till very recent times, been carried out in-
dependently of each other, despite the facilities
for correlation provided by duality. In the same
vein, the techniques employed for these purposes
have been very different. Thus, whereas in the
resonance region the techniques of the nonrelativ-
istic quark model have been employed, ' the deep-
inelastic region, on the other hand, has been char-
acterized by the natural language of "scaling, "' a

concrete realization of which is achieved through
Feynman's parton model. '

It is only in more recent times that some serious
attempts have been made to bridge the gap between
the low- and high-energy regions through a greater
reliance on duality principles. A recent analysis
of Bloom and Gilman' suggests that the scaling
property which has traditionally been thought to be
the exclusive reserve of large-energy-transfer
processes probably applies equally well to the re-
gion of resonances. They have further argued in
favor of a strong nondiffractive part (I= 1) of the
virtual-photon-nucleon scattering amplitude which
accounts for a substantial part of the observed be-
havior of inelastic e -N scattering. The physical
importance of this result derives its strength from
the mode of arrival at this conclusion, viz. , from
a direct analysis of the data in terms of fairly gen-
eral principles rather than through any specific
model.

Calculations of electroproduction and deep-in-
elastic scattering using more specific relativistic
models have also been carried out in recent times.
Examples of such approaches are the relativistic
quark model of Feynman et al."and the model of
Domokos et a/. for resonance production. " While
the former has been applied strictly to the reso-
nance region, the Domokos model represents a
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more serious attempt to push the resonance contri-
butions to the "scaling region" through a statisti-
cal ansatz called '*equipartition" of channels bear-
ing on the number of open channels for the decay
of a resonance of given energy. Both these models
are, of course, characterized by the appearance of
ad Woe form factors which presumably carry a sig-
nificant burden of dynamics. The important con-
clusion that emerges from such models is that it
is not unphysical to expect a significant part of the
inelastic e -N scattering amplitude to be saturated
by direct-channel resonances. Similar conclusions
have been reached by other authors as well. "

As a closely related process to inelastic e -N
scattering, the total photoabsorption cross section
offers another important item of comparison of
such models with experiment. Indeed a carefuL
comparison of the roles of the different ingredients
of the model for the twin processes of electropro-
duction and photoabsorption could throw a signifi-
cant light on the role of s-channel resonances in
producing the experimentaL features.

The present paper represents an attempt to study
the twin problems of inelastic e -N scattering and
the I=1 part of real y-N scattering via direct-
channel resonances in terms of a relativistic mod-
el Gf higher baryon couplings that has been devel-
oped over the last few years at Delhi University.
The purpose of this study is twofoLd. At a quali-
ta.tive level, it is designed to test the working of
duality for some important photonic processes as
several others' have done on different premises.
At a more quantitative level the study of these two
processes is undertaken to provide another non-
trivial example in the series of several systematic
app1ications of the above model that have been pur-
sued recently. The model, which has so far been
applied with a fair amount of success to (i) decays
of resonances, "" (ii} y production of m, g,

""and
(iii) V-meson production in (w, K)N collisions, "is
strongly reminiscent of SU(6)v features'8'9 with
the additional assumption of a phenomenological
form factor corresponding to a complete super-
multiplet (L~ -0'}transition in the language of
SU(6) XO(3). Several different versions of this
form factor within a certain class having the gen-
eral structure x' (where x has the dimension of an
inverse momentum and l is the partial wave for
the P meson coup-ling) have been proposed"" so
as to conform, in varying degrees, to some broad
requirements of symmetry, asymptotics, and
universality for reduced coupling constants. Qf
these, the one which has so far shown the greatest
promise for fitting the data for several processes
simultaneously gives a nontrivial form factor even
for the nucleon (L=0).~' A minor variant of this
model will be considered specifically for the pres-

ent investigation of inelastic e -N scattering and
y-N scattering.

A particular interest in y-N scattering lies in the
observation that while y-p scattering is experimen-
tally higher than y-n scattering, ' the opposite
seems to happen when the two-photon lines join up
to make a single electromagnetic self-energy loop,
since the electromagnetic mass of n is higher than
that of p. This apparent anomaly (?) raises an in-
teresting question of whether these two phenomena
are (or are not) at all compatible with each other.
A plausible explanation for 5m„- 5m~&0 was re-
cently offered'2 within this model in terms of a
simple mechanism of y,y„-type (axial-vector, or
"magnetic-charge"-type) coupling which is avail-
able for all J = L —

& states (L» I) and whose con-
tributions more than offset the "wrong sign" con-
tributions arising from J= L+ 2 states (governed
mainly by "electric-charge"-type couplings). It
is therefore of interest to ask what role this mech-
anism plays in y-N scattering where the "electric-
charge"-type coupling must dominate the "magnet-
ic-charge" type if the experimental data are to be
understood at all. One of the objects of this in-
vestigation is to offer a clarification of this ap-
parent contradiction within the framework of our
model of higher baryon couplings.

The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we summarize the assumptions on (i) the baryon
spectrum and their total widths, (ii) the structure of
various types of electromagnetic couplings to-
gether with the requirements of gauge invariance,
and (iii) the structure of the form factors. Section
III gives the formalism for both the inelastic e -N
scattering and (real) forward Compton scattering
in the isovector state. Following the classic treat-
ment of the kinematics of inelastic e -N scattering
by Bjorken and WaLecka, 23 we give, in the first
part of this section, the formulas for the double
differential cross section and the contributions to
the structure functions Q; and W, arising from
various resonances. The method of calculations
for the evaluation of individual resonance contri-
butions to this process is indicated for one partic-
ular type of vector coupling which, hopefully, is
sufficiently illustrative of the different features of
the inelastic e -N amplitudes within the model.
The second part of this section describes the cor-
responding algebra on real Compton scattering in
the isovector state. Section IV deals with the
problems of extrapolation off the mass shells of
the photon and the resonances. Section V gives
the results of our calculations for the inelastic
e -N scattering (covering both the resonance and
the continuum regions) and the I= I part of photo-
absorption cross section, together with a compari-
son with the experimental data as well as with
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other contemporary models. Section VI summar-
izes our main conclusions.

TABLE I. List of the total widths ( I'0) and masses
(Mo) of the leading particles of the towers that make
dominant contributions in our calculations.

II. THE BASIC INGREDIENTS OF THE MODEL

Most of the material of this section including, in
particular, the electromagnetic coupling scheme
has already been discussed extensively else-
where. "" It is only for the sake of a sufficiently
self-contained description that we outline here
the essential features for the purpose of this in-
vestigation.

Tower

N'6

Leading particle J+

N(938) ~2

D(3(1520) ~2

D(~(1675) ~2

P3)(1238) ~)

F~((1880) $

Mo
(GeV)

0.938

1.525

1.675

1.238

1.880

r,
(Ge V)

0.0

0.105

0.240

0.120

0.250

A. Masses and Widths of Resonances (8& )

While we assume that $ =0 baryon spectra have
straight-line trajectories as most authors do, we
also assume that the only supermultiplets that
exist are the following:

[56, 2l'], [70, (2f+ I) ].
Several arguments (experimental and theoretical)
have been offered for these in the literature, ""
but the scope of this paper does not warrant a de-
tailed discussion about them.

For the masses of the N and b, -type-states, we
use empirical relations of the type M~'=aL+ k,
where a=1.0 GeV' represents the universal slope
for all trajectories, and the values of 6 for dif-
ferent trajectories can be calculated by inserting
the mass of the leading particle. Analogous em-
pirical relations for the total widths of these states
have been conjectured by several authors, "a suf-
ficiently accurate representation being 7

for N-type states, I'„=I', +0.20(M„—M,),
for 4-type states, I'„=I', +0.16(M„—M,),

where I „and M„are the total width and the mass
of the nth recurrence on the trajectory and I', and
M, are the corresponding quantities for the leading
particle of the trajectory.

In Table I we list the values of I, and M, for the
trajectories that make dominant contributions to
the processes we are considering, viz. , N, N„,
and NB' (Itef. 26) among N-type states and 6~ and

among 4-type states.

B. The Couplings

The general relativistic couplings in our model
are of the multiderivative type connecting Rarita-
Schwinger fields with Dirac fields characterized
by (i) the SU(6) xO(3) factors and (ii) an over-all
form factor governing each supermultiplet transi-
tion. The structures of B~BP and B~BV couplings

have been connected via the requirement of "par-
tial symmetry" at the level of Q(P, V)Q inter-
actions. '~" We shall use the latest version of this
coupling scheme (the p scheme) in which the entire
(L+ 1)-wave coupling structures are parametrized
through the direct term in QM Q coupling and the
entire (L —1)-wave interaction via the quark-re-
coil term alone. " The possible types of B~BV
couplings which are generated in this model are
as follows:

A g~; "-='„(P.).(.io„,k„)k„,~ ~ k„V„g(p)

(L+1) wave,

B-=)~""„(P)(.i.m. ,y„)k„, ~ ~ ~ k„V„g(p)

C = p„;.'!'„,(P)(iy, r. „)k„, k„,V„g(p)

L wave,

(2.1)

(L —1) wave,

D= g~~'„'! '„-(P)(ie..~„„,k, V„y,)k„~ ~ ~ k„g(p)

(I.+1) wave (also valid for J=L —~)

E —= P»"!2. „(P)V„k„. ~ ~ ~ k„g(P) (L —1) wave .

Here P, p, and k are the four-momenta of the
resonance, proton, and vector meson, respective-
ly. V„and m„are the polarization vector and the
mass of the vector meson concerned. " Qf the
above coupling types, A, B, and D arise out of the
direct term while C and E are generated by the re-
coil term only.

In Table II, we bring together all the B~BV cou-
plings to both the N and 4-type stat-es along with
the appropriate SU(6)xO(3) factors.

The electromagnetic interaction is now included
through the vector-meson dominance (VMD)" as-
sumption where the "two point" vertex is given by
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TABLE Q. List of B&BV couplings of N-type and b, -type states along with the appropriate SU(6) &O(3) factors. The

couplings to neutral p and ~ mesons are listed separately. The letters A-E account quantitatively for the factors
indicated in Eqs. (2.1).

Coupling
to

[56, (L +$)]
N~

A. N-type states

[70, (L + $)~]
N~

(VO, (L+,), ]

Ny

1/2

-TAv3+B r3+$ BT, —$ W2Ar)+v 2B va+$W2 Exp 2L+3

1/2
-2+38 +

i/2
—Wa+ W2 S 2L+3

Coupling
to

[70, (L —$)q]
Ne

[70. (L+, ),]
Nll

8

[56 (L f )]
Ng

[70, (L —$) ]
Ng

2L+1 2L+1 2L+1 2L+1

W2 2L+1 C 2L+3 D 2L+1 2L+1

Coupling
to

[56, (L+ f)] [56, (L+j)]

B. h, -type states

[7O, (L+-,')] [7o. (L-$)]
&8

4
v3 v 3 2L+3

1 1 Lr '"" ' ~3 2L+1 &3 2L+ 1 W3 2L+ 1

~em. J p +p y

e.m. 2 0 1

gpss

p mp pp + 3 mp Ap 3 2 Q pm(t)mp

(2 2)

m 2

m 2+k2
P p

(2.2)

where the currents j~~ ' are the coefficients of
the corresponding vector mesons (p„or u„) in the
various coupling Lagrangians described in (2.1)
and Table II.

Regarding the question of gauge invariance of the
above couplings, it is clear that the types A and
D are explicitly gauge-invariant. The other cou-
plings can be made formally gauge-invariant
through the following modifications:

where we have taken m = m and g~'/4v = g, '/4v
=2.9, as predicted by the form factor described
below. The (small) p term will henceforth be
neglected.

The result of putting the y-V and B~BV vertices
together is to produce effective B~By vertices
(valid for both real and virtual photon interactions)
of the form

(p+ p)„8 type: iy~V~- iy~ M
"

V~,M+m

(P+ P)„
5p y5yp p ~y5yp M y VIt

g k
E type: /pe- fqVq —

k2 k~Vp,

(2.4)

where M and m are the masses of the produced
resonance and the target nucleon, respectively.

C. Foehn Factors

The couplings given above now need to be multi-
plied by form factors which have been parame-
trized separately for (L+ 1) waves and will be de-
noted by f~~~. Out of several varieties ' ' that
have been discussed in this connection, we pick up
one which was suggested (on purely empirical
grounds) by Chaudhury et al."and which seems to
work best on the whole for several processes si-
multaneously. "' " We consider here a slight
variant of this structure, and this, when all parti-
cles are on the mass shell, is
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P(p, iE )

( ) 2(Mm)' g~(g)' p I m~ ( )fLJ M2+ ~ ~2 m m 1

(2.5)

Here S~ is a sort of "scale" factor whose magni-
tude has been adjusted from the ratio of 4-Nm de-
cays of two successive Regge recurrences, to
1.26; p, is the mass of the appropriate meson (P
or V); m„and m„, are the masses of the axial-
vector counterpart of the P (or V) meson and the

A, meson, respectively. The values of the re-
duced coupling constants are given by~'

g( ~) —g (~) c(+) —c(+) g (~) —g (~)
21 2 y 2 0 y 21+1 1 y

S C~~+ /4w =2.05, C[+~2/4v =1.5, (2.6)

C&-»/4v=0 05 C(+)/C(-) -C(+)/C(-)

The modification which (2.5) represents over the
corresponding one of Ref. 21 lies in the form of
the denominator which is now (M'+ m' —p'), in-
stead of the original (M'+ re+ p, ') which was sym-
metrical in all the masses. This modification,
which makes little difference as long as the "me-
son" is on its mass shell, would therefore leave
essentially unaltered the results of most decay
calculations as well as those of photoproduction"
and zlV collisions. ' The motivation for this modi-
fication is mainly theoretical, viz. , (i} it helps
avoid the (ugly) problem of falling mass spectra"
and (ii) it allows a mathematically more meaning-
ful extrapolation of the form factor off the meson
mass shell (or equivalently the photon mass shell)
via the prescription p, '- -k' since the structure
M'+ m'+k' is free from the danger of a sign flip in
the denominator for sufficiently large k', a prob-
lem which would arise if the extrapolation in the
mass of the quantum were made from the expres-
sion M'+ m'+ p. ~." Additional problems of extrap-
olation off the mass shell are discussed in Sec.
IV.

III. FORMALISM

We summarize here the necessary algebraic
formalism (including the details of normalization}
for the two processes of electroproduction and to-
tal photoabsorption on the nucleon.

A. Inelastic e -N Scattering

The Feynman diagram for this process is shown
in Fig. 1. An electron of energy e and mass m,
scatters off a nucleon of four-momentum p„and
mass m at an angle 8 in the laboratory frame and
with final energy e ', producing a final state of four-
momentum P„by means of exchange of a single

, LE )

FIG. 1. Kinematics of the inelastic e -h' scattering.

photon of four-momentum k„. When only the final
electron is observed, everything can be expressed
in terms of two Lorentz invariants which we choose
for our discussion to be the squared four-momen-
tum transfer k' [=4ee'sin'(-, e)] and the invariant
missing mass 8' given by

= m~ -k~+2mv, (3.1)

where v (= e —e') is the electron energy loss.
The differential cross section for the production

of a single final-state resonance of mass M, is
expressible as"

dii'
= e' 4a'sin'(-', s) i +&@sin'(,'e))

x M, [ t, (M, ', k') + 2 tan'(&8) g, (M, ', k'}],

(3.2)

where z is the fine-structure constant and g, and

E, are related to the well-known structure func-
tions W, and W, (Ref. 35) by the equation

W„, =, , (mM, )(f,„„)6'(P - P -k),
1 dp

k„Q„
&Pv

=
&x ~yv k2

(3 3)

The scalars (, and (, provide the most direct
language for evaluating the contributions of indi-
vidual resonances to the inelastic e -N scattering
cross sections. As an illustration, we outline in
Appendix A an explicit calculation of E„and E„ for
a particular type of coupling (type A).

The double-differential cross section for this
process, which is deduced from (3.2} as

(3.4)

must now take account of the finite width of the
resonances. We do this in the standard manner of
replacing a 5 function by a Breit-Wigner structure.
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Since several versions of this replacement are
available, "we specify our prescription through
the ansatz

(3.5)

where I', is the total width of a resonance of mass
M;.

As is well known, there exists an alternative
parametrization of inelastic e -N scattering in
terms of "scalar" and transverse parts of total
photoabsorption cross sections for virtual photons,
viz. , os(W', k'} and o,(W', k'}." The equivalence
between these two modes of description is ex-
pressed by the following relations:

the contribuiton of the Regge part of the total am-
plitude in the spirit of duality. Therefore it is not
very meaningful in this model to compare separ-
ately the yp and y n cross sections with experiment
despite the availability of such data. The best we
can do is to calculate their difference, i.e., the
quantity «, f=[o,(yp) -o,(yn)]) which is merely
the isovector part (twice the coefficient of the r,
term) of the total photoabsorption cross section on
a nucleon target, i.e., or(yN).

To evaluate the isovector part of or(yN} we have
the essential simplification of having to consider
only the N* (I = 2) resonances. The calculation can
be done either by picking up the nucleonic contribu-
tions to the quantity o, (Ws, k'-0) of Eq. (3.6) or
equivalently (and more simply) through a direct
appeal to the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2 through
the use of the optical theorem

Wj=42 o, ,
7l' Q

(3.6) 1
a' = —ImT" .T E « (3.10)

k2
Ws= 4„s ks p (o~+os) ~

(p = (W' —m')/2m.

(3 7)

(3.8)

V' W2R = 1+— —-1.
k W

(3.9)

B. Photoabsorption

From the foregoing expressions for the total
photoabsorption cross section for virtual photon
scattering we can derive the corresponding results
for real photon scattering by going to the limit
k'-0. In this limit, we have os(W', k')-0 (since
a real photon is transverse), and &r,(W', k') ap-
proaches the total photoabsorption cross section
on the proton target. The generalization to a nu-
cleon target is trivial through the use of the iso-
spin operator 7, as indicated in Table Q. It may,
however, be noted that this quantity cannot strict-
ly be regarded as the total photoabsorption cross
section in the physical sense since one important
ingredient for this purpose (the role of Pomer-
anchukon exchange) is not available in this model
of s-channel resonance exchanges. It only includes

FIG. 2. Feynman diagram for the forward Compton
scattering through exchange of spin-j state in the s
channel.

Another quantity of interest is the ratio R
(=as/o, } which can be expressed in terms of struc-
ture functions Wj and W2 as"

Here E„ is the energy of the incident photon in
the laboratory system and ImT« is the imaginary
part of the invariant Compton scattering amplitude
in the forward direction, which can receive con-
tributions only from the s channel (not u). The
quantity T«may be evaluated directly in terms of
the currents j&~ ' defined in Eq. (2.3) in the stan-
dard manner. Thus the contribution to T;; from an
N* state of spin j is expressible as

2

T„=——e„(k)e„'(k}
P

(3.11)

where e„ is the (unit) polarization four-vector for
the photon and the angular brackets () imply the
appearance of the propagator for the s-channel
resonance. Further, the coefficient of (&v, ) in
(3.11), viz. ,

x u (p) (Im (j &»j„' ) + Im (jp~j „~' ) )u (p),

(3.12)
represents directly, without further normalization,
the contribution from this resonance to M~. In
Appendix 8 we indicate the method of evaluation
for the contribution to (3.12) arising from a typi-
cal N resonance.

While, in principle, all the N-type states listed
in Table II contribute to (3.12), the states Ns and
Nz which correspond to relatively lower spins
(8 = L —2) make only nonleading contributions in
the energy variable and hence are expected to be
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unimportant for the calculations. The actual nu-
merical results are given in Sec. V B.

IV. OFF-MASS-SHELL EXTENSIONS

We now come to the more delicate question of
extrapolation off the mass shell of the photon and
the resonance. This extrapolation has to be made
in two distinct areas, viz. , the tensor t'„„(includ-
ing, in particular, the form factor) and the energy
5 function. In our resonance formalism, the
natural variables for extrapolation seem to be the
quantities k' and M'. In the absence of any strong
theoretical guidelines we shall take a rather prag-
matic view of this problem. Thus, so far as the
square of the mass of the virtual photon is con-
cerned, the replacement p. '- -k' appears to be
the most natural thing to do, and indeed it was to
implement this possibility in a mathematically
meaningful manner (without having to face the dan-
ger of a sign flip in the denominator} that we had
chosen the form given by Eq. (2.5). The problem
of extrapolation in the mass M of the resonance is
more tricky. The simplest choice which has al-
ready been considered with a fair amount of suc-
cess in several two-body processes via s-channel
exchanges is the replacement M -g ~."' In the
present case, we would like to consider still anoth-
er alternative for which we have really no good
theoretical argument except for a desire to exploit
the ambiguities in VMD extrapolations. Specifical-
ly, we shall consider as a simultaneous candidate
the quantity

W~ = m +m& +2m'

which agrees with W2 on the p-meson mass shell
and may thus be regarded as the square of the in-
variant mass of an Np system (rather than Ny).

Actually a replacement of W2 by W ' makes little
difference for reaI photoproduction processes, as
may be seen from the results of the following paper
on photoproduction of q or the results for real
Compton scattering from nucleons evaluated in this
paper. However, such a replacement would be
much more sensitive for other processes, especi-
ally the process of electroproduction considered
here, since extrapolation from the mass shell of
a p meson to that of a virtual photon is too large.
Since we are unable to defend the prescription
M'- W„' on theoretical grounds, we have fallen
back on a direct numerical comparison between the
extrapolations

in all the ingredients of the electroproduction cross
sections. It turns out that while the difference be-
tween two assumptions is marginal for real photon

2(11/ m)1/2& (~}1/2 2, +1 m 1/2

2(W- )'"S.(~)"' '
W ~+ m2+k m Al L

(4.1)

While this form is satisfactory for the first few
resonances on the energy scale, it presents a
formal problem of divergence arising out of a sum-
mation over an infinite series in the J variable
which must be encountered for each type of trajec-
tory. To overcome this formal difficulty we first
make use of the linear relation between M' and J
and then employ the prescription M'- W ' to final-
ly obtain the effective replacement

(g)1/4 (slM2+ hl)1/4 (siW 2+ her)1/4 (4.2)

beyond the first few (2 or 3) recurrences of a given
resonance type. This would imply that the modifi-
cation (4.2) would affect essentially the continuum
region but leave unaltered the predictions of the
factor (J'}1/' for the resonance region.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In this section, we shall describe our numerical
results for both inelastic e -N scattering and
photoabsorption in relation to the experimental
data. A more detailed comparison with contempo-
rary models is relegated to the last section.

scattering (which involves a "small" extrapolation)
the numerical results of these two prescriptions
for electroproduction differ widely from each oth-
er. Further, the numbers turn out to be such that
the replacement of M' by W~' in the most sensi-
tive factors gives results closest to experiment,
while the result of the replacement M'- W~ at
these places is completely at variance with the
data. The three most sensitive factors in the mod-
el are:

(i) the form factor of Eq. (2.5) where the reso-
nance mass appears extensively;

(ii) the factor g,~ which appears in $„„(seeAp-
pendix A);

(iii) the extended 5 function (3.5), which involves
the factor 1/2M [the main Breit-Wigner (B.W.)
denominator must however remain untouched] .
A vast numerical superiority is the only defense
we have for using the empirical prescription M2-W„' at this stage in the hope that a more sub-
stantial justification would be eventually found for
it if it indeed corresponds to any physical reality.

The extrapolation M'- W ' is still not adequate
for the form factor which now takes the form
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FIG. 3. Double differential cross section for inelastic
e -p scattering plotted against final electron energy e'
for fixed e (= 2.231 GeV) and 8 (= 47.0 ) compared with
the data (o) of Ref. 38. Curves I and II correspond to
the prescriptions Qf W ) and (M W ), respec-
tively.

A. Inelastic e -N Scattering
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The experimental data for this process are char-
acterized by the plot of the double-differential
cross section d'v/dQ'de' versus e' at constant val-
ues of c and 8." ~' In order to facilitate the com-
parison with experimental data, it is better to
divide the discussion of the data in terms of two
energy zones, I and II, the data for which come

from quite distinct sources. Zone I, which we ar-
bitrarily take to correspond to e a 5.0 GeV is char-
acterized by the appearance of only resonance
bumps in electroproduction, while zone II, which
corresponds to c &5.0 GeV, has both the reso-
nance electroproduction region and the continuum
(i.e., W&2.0 GeV).

The kind of plot that is experimentally available
for the double-differential cross section as a func-
tion of e' (for fixed 8) makes the dependence on k'
rather implicit, though the latter can be inferred
by analyzing for each resonance region the varia-
tion of the peak for different 8, e values (which ef-
fectively amounts to variation with k'). Attempts
have been made by some experimentalists, notably
Clegg, "to depict variations with k' directly for
the three main resonance regions (which should,
however, be distinguished from contributions from
individual resonances). In accordance with our
preference outlined in Ref. 15 for dealing directly
with the raw data where available, rather than com-
pare the predictions with "derived" data we pre-
fer to confine our comparison to the e' plots (for
fixed 8 and e) of the double-differential cross sec-
tion. Accordingly Figs. 3-6 give our plots for
different 8 and &, together with the experimental
data which are taken from the DESY" and Har-
vard" groups. These figures show that the more
prominent bumps in the regions of E»(1940),
F»(1690), D„(1520), and P»(1238) are well fitted
by the calculated curves in accordance with the
ansatz M'- W„' discussed in the previous section.
For comparison, we have also indicated in one
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FIG. 4. Double differential cross section plotted
against e' for a=2.880 GeV, and 0 =47.0. The data
points are from Ref. 38. The theoretical curve (as in
all the subsequent figures) is drawn corresponding to
the prescription (M2 W 2) only.
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FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 for the case of e = 2.988 GeV,
8 = 31.0'.
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sample case the result of the alternative ansatz
M'-W discussed in the previous section. Since
the numerical contrast is too obvious to merit
further comments, this fact was used. as an em-
pirical guiding principle for the considerations
discussed in Sec. IV. The over-all fit to all the
curves looks quite impressive, except for the P$3
peak corresponding to e =2.988 GeV and 8=31'.

Recently the electroproduction process has also
been studied in the relativistic quark model by
Ravndal~ and Copley et al.~ As noted by these
authors, the relativistic quark model results in a
substantial improvement over the corresponding
nonrelativistic model. ~ Unfortunately, a direct
comparison with their calculations has not been
possible because of the emphasis in Ref. 42 on
the variation of k' at individual resonance peaks.
In our plots the inference of a reasonably accurate
variation with k' is warranted indirectly through
the agreement between the experimental and the-
oretical bumps for several (e, e) cases which in-
corporate a fairly wide variation with k' for each
bump (e.g. , for the bump corresponding to the P»
resonance, h' varies from 1.0 GeV' to 2.38 GeV').
While our calculated curves include both the high-
spin (J = L+ ~ and Z = L+ ,) and low--spin (J= L ——,)
resonances, it turns out that the latter make neg-
ligible (&10%) contributions to the cross sections
in this model, while the dominant contributions
arise from summation over the N, N&, 4, and
4z trajectories. This leads us to infer that the
three prominent peaks around S'equaling 1.238,
1.520, and 1.690 GeV receive their dominant con-
tributions from P»(1238), D»(1520), and E»(1690)
resonances, respectively. This result seems to
be somewhat at variance with that of Ref. 42 ac-
cording to which, barring the P33 peak, each of
the other resonance regions receives collective
contributions of comparable magnitudes from more
than one single resonance. However, to the extent

6 ~ 7.000 GeV 8=6

E = ~O.OGev e-6

XI 0-5-
P

0b
N

a
" I a I s I i I i I i I

1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4, 2.8 3.2 3.6
(GeV )

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 for the case of e = 10.0 GeV
and 8= 6'.

that both models (taken in their totality) seem to
give comparable fits to the experimental data, it
would appear difficult to discriminate between
these two models on the basis of only electropro-
duction data in the resonance region. Perhaps a
comparison in respect to several other processes
would lead to a more meaningful discrimination be-
tween the two models.

We now come to the discussion of the energy
zone II (e z 5.0 GeV) for which most of the data are
available from the SLAC-MIT collaboration. " As
noted earlier, this zone receives contributions
from both the resonances and the continuum. Fig-
ures 7, 8, and 9 show the dependence of our calcu-
lated cross sections for the incident energies of
7.0, 10.0, and 26.0 GeV, respectively, at small
angle (6'), together with the corresponding experi-
mental data. For the evaluation of the theoretical
curves the numerical effect of summation over an
infinite number of states turns out to be appreci-
ably more important than in the previous region.
(This is where the role of duality seems to be in-
dicated, in a quantitative manner. ) Here again the
dominant contributions arise from the summation
over the leading trajectories (N, N„, 4, and
n~)" while much smaller values (&5%) result from
the other trajectories of J=L —2.

Figures 7 and 8 show that the data in both the
resonance and continuum regions are well repro-
duced in our model for the incident energies 7.0

I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I
a.o 3.a 4.0

W (Ge~)
FIG. 7. Double-differential cross section plotted

against the invariant missing mass 8' compared with
the data of Ref. 40. The values of e and 8 in this case
are 7.0 GeV and 6', respectively.

0.8- ~

b 0
1.0 2.0 3.0

W (G8V )

4.0 5-0

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 7 for the case of e = 16.0 GeV
and 8 = 6'.
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Slp2

g (k'+mp'} gp(k' +pm'}
' (5.1)

which is certainly not incompatible with the over-
all VDM4' spirit. However, it turns out that while
scaling may be formally achieved for vW, with this
prescription, the numerical values for this quanti-
ty are much too large in the resonance region
which is characterized by relatively low values
for the variable'

W
(g' =1+-

k

2%tv m
(5.2}

Even in the region of higher cy', the magnitude of
vW, turns out to be about twice the experimental
numbers. '

Finally, we have made some estimates of the
quantity R (=oz/c, }on the basis of our model and

QeV and 10.0 GeV. An incident energy of about
10.0 GeV seems to be about the limit of validity of
this model since the fits turn out to deteriorate
progressively as the incident energy is increased;
a typical curve is shown in Fig. 9 for & =16.0 QeV.
It is noticed that while the resonance region gives
a tolerable fit even for this energy, the calculated
curve falls appreciably short of the data points in
the continuum region. This should not perhaps
come as too much of a surprise, considering the
problem of scaling that is involved in this region.
Unfortunately our model does not satisfy the seal-
ing condition for vW„being short of this require-
ment by a factor

- [m p'/(m p'+ k'}]'

which remains uncovered due to the lack of a com-
pensating factor -k' in the numerator. A formal
way to restore scaling would therefore be to sup-
ply a factor -k' in the numerator by exploiting an
inherent ambiguity in VDM which has been recog-
nized in the literature. " Specifically this may be
achieved in our model by the replacement

b
~ch 0 4

II

p QeV

0%-

I I I I I I I I

0 I.O 2N 3.0 4.0 5.0 &Q 7.0 8.0
a (Gev& 2

FIG. 10. Plot of ratio R against k2 for fixed W. The
two curves correspond to the cases of W' = 1.5 GeV and
8 = 3.0 GeV, respectively.

this we have plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of k'
for a few typical values of W. The numerical mag-
nitude of g which ranges from -0.05 to -0.6 in
this region seems to conform to the general be-
lief that it is rather small on the whole, a result
which is also predicted by the relativistic quark
model. "

B. Results on Photoabsorption

In accordance with the ideas outlined in Sec.
IIIB, we consider it desirable to record simul-
taneously the results of calculation of the I =1 part
of the photoabsorption cross section. Figure 11
shows these results for ho~ together with the re-
cent data. ~ The agreement between the calculated
and the observed curves looks as good as can be
expected from a comparison with the inadequately
accurate data whose most important feature seems
to be a slight preponderance of ar(yp) over or(yn)
The experimental trend of a general decrement in
40~ with the incident photon energy is also repro-
duced by the model.

It is of interest to discuss the relative signs and
magnitudes of the contributions to Lkz~ arising
from the different resonance towers. Numerically,
the dominant contributors are the N, N„, and N &'

trajectories, while the lower-lying trajectories
N& and Nz have been found to make negligible con-
tribution. This is in harmony with the general ob-

—25-C
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FIG. 11. Plot of the difference of total photoabsorption cross section on the proton and the neutron targets (d, oz,)
against the incident photon lab energy tE&). The experimental points are taken from Ref. 47.
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servations made in Sec. IIIB regarding nonleading
contributions from these low-lying states. As to
the relative signs of the contributions, the N~ and

trajectories tend to make M~ negative, while
V

the ¹8'produces the opposite sign. Among the
less important trajectories, only Nz (Ref. 4'l)

makes d'or & 0 while the others (Ns and Ns) give
the opposite sign. The final pattern shown in Fig.
11 is the result of interference of all these effects.

It is also of interest to compare the above pat-
tern of contributions to photoabsorption with the
corresponding patterns for inelastic e -p scatter-
ing as well as the n-p mass difference. This com-
parison is depicted in Table III which shows that
while there is a considerable similarity between
the roles of these resonances for inelastic e -p
scattering and photoabsorption, there is a much
sharper difference between these two processes,
on the one hand, and the result for n-p mass differ-
ence on the other. Thus we find that (i) the roles
of the dominant contributors are interchanged
and hence (ii) the relative signs of the contributions
to the two processes are flipped. To the extent
that both patterns are seemingly in accord with the
respective data, it would be tempting to infer that
there may well be a "causal connection" between
the positive values for the quantity Acr on one
hand and the negative value of (5m~ —bm„) on the
other. And the above patterns (especially the sign
pattern) do not appear to be entirely model-de-
pendent. Take the case of N for example. The
respective signs (opposite) of its contributions to
I =1 part of the real y-N scattering and the mass-
difference calculations can be understood purely
in terms of algebraic structures (not numerical
values) of the corresponding amplitudes. The rela-
tive magnitudes of the different contributions to
the two processes are of course more dynamical
(model-dependent) in content. However, the main
mechanism that seems to be operative here is the
fact that in general the lower-spin (J= L ——,') states
tend to make themselves felt more through their
"virtual" effects (in the calculation of electromag-
netic masses, for example) than through their im-
pact on "real" processes (e.g. , y-N scattering
cross sections) which tend to pick up the higher-
spin (8 = L+ —, and J= L+ ', ) states for th-e dominant
energy dependence. It would thus appear that the
lower-spin states, which remain largely buried
under the contributions of higher& states in scat-
tering processes (and hence are experimentally
more difficult to detect), come up for a more
prominant role in virtual processes such as those
involved in the evaluation of the mass differences.
From this point of view the inference of a sort of
correlation between the positive value of 4o~ and
the negative value of (5m~ —bm„) may not seem to

Inelastic e -N scattering 40~ (6mp —6m„)

Ny

N'8 (+)
Na (-)

(-)'y

N6 (-)
N~ (+)
N8 (-)
N„(+)

N~
N6
E8

N'I (-)
N„' (+)
N6 (-)

N~ (+)
N'8 (-)
N'8 (+)

be too optimistic. Details of the mass difference
calculations, for which preliminary results were
published earlier, "will be presented elsewhere. 4'

Finally we note that the difference between the
two prescriptions I'- W~ and M~- W ' in this
case is only marginal, as in the case of photo-
production of q (AM). This is expected because a
real photoabsorption process involves a much
smaller extrapolation in the photon mass than does
inelastic e -N scattering (virtual-photon scatter-
ing).

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have studied the problems of inelastic e -N
scattering and the photoabsorption in the frame-
work of our model of higher baryon couplings.
This model, which is applicable to high-energy
processes in the spirit of duality through a sum
over an infinite number of resonances (a facility
for which is available in the model through a uni-
fied coupling structure for arbitrary spine), is
found to reproduce the experimental results rather
well for (i) inelastic e -N scattering up to an inci-
dent electron energy of about 10 GeV (lab), (ii) the
difference between the total photoabsorption cross
sections on proton and neutron targets for the en-
tire available range of data (up to the incident
photon laboratory energy of 18.0 GeV), and (iii)
the ratio R =os/o, which comes out to have a rea-
sonably small magnitude in conformity with the
general belief. For the electroproduction process,
whereas all the characteristics of the resonance
region turn out to be well described up to arbi-
trarily high energies, the property of scaling,

TABLE III. Comparison of the relative magnitudes
and signs of the contributions of various towers to the
three processes. For the calculations of Der+ and (5m&

-5m„) the names of various towers have been written
in the descending order of magnitude of their numerical
contribution; further, the signs (+) denote the positive
and negative contributions, respectively. The break
after the fourth row denotes a major break in the mag-
nitude of contribution; the towers listed below this
break make a much smaller contribution than those listed
above it.
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which is a characteristic of the deep-inelastic re-
gion, is not found to be satisfied. The reproduction
of the experimental results in the resonance elec-
troproduction region and also the continuum re-
gion (the latter up to e =10.0 GeV at least) may be
regarded as a measure of support for the assumed
power structure (-x') of the form factor as well as
the general prescription of extrapolation (M'- s)
outlined in Sec. IV and in earlier references (Refs.
15 and 16). This result also supports the general
observation of Bloom and Gilman' that resonances
play an important part even in the high-energy re-
gion. The very good fits to the data for be~ sug-
gest, in conformity with Ref. 9, that a substantial
part of the I =1 amplitude of the forward Compton
scattering amplitude is indeed saturated by s-
channel resonances.

A serious drawback of our model lies in its fail-
ure to reproduce the continuum region at high en-
ergies despite the availability of the facilities for
a formal application of the duality principle
through a summation over an infinite number of
resonances. One point of view would be to sup-
pose, following Harari, 4' that a major part of the
amplitude for virtual Compton scattering for large
k' is contributed by the Pomeranchukon. However,
the Bloom-Gilman' analysis of electroproduction
data over a wide range of energies seems to sug-
gest, with equal conviction, that resonances are
able to account for scaling almost quantitatively.
The recent resonance model of Domokos et al."
would also seem to warrant a similar conclusion.
Unfortunately, we are not able to achieve scaling
within our model while demanding a simultaneous

fit to the resonance region. We have sought to
compensate for this failure by providing a quality
fit to the resonance region up to sufficiently high
energies (e =16.0GeV), and even to the continuum

region up to c = 10.0GeV. This achievement may be
contrasted with the performance of the model of
Domokos et aI,. which does not fit the resonance
region in detail, or with the Bloom-Gilman analy-
sis according to which the fits to the resonance re-
gion are merely confined to an average description
(no structure effects).

One possible clue to the understanding of this
failure of our model in the higher-energy region
(for e &10.0 GeV), as also mentioned in AM (follow-
ing paper), may lie in the role of daughters of suc-
cessively lower ranks which presumably become
progressively more important as the energy scale
is increased. It is conceivable that a sum over
these (infinite) sequences of daughters may in-
crease the cross sections in the continuum region
for higher energies to the level of the experimental
data. " As yet, we do not see how to incorporate
this feature of daughter trajectories in this model
which must therefore pay the price of breaking
down beyond a certain limit (up to e -10.0 GeV in
the present case) on the energy scale. A more de-
tailed discussion of the pros and cons of the model
is given in the following paper (AM).
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APPENDIX A

To illustrate the type of functions that arise, we indicate briefly the evaluation of the contribution for a
typical resonance of spin J = L, + 2 for type-4 coupling even at the cost of a little repetition with the exist-
ing literature. This will also help in bringing out some of the tricky extrapolation problems that are in-
volved.

We start with the tensor g„„which in this case is

)„,„=G' r ia„,„,k„,e"„~;::"I (L+ , P)i.o„„k„-(k)~(k )~.j» Pl "II, u~ ~
2ypg l J

(Al)

The factor G is the product of three factors: the appropriate SU(6)xO(3) factors, the form factor f~~'z&, and
the factor em 2/g (m '+km) arising out of VMD hypothesis. The projection operator 6I"„»(L+—,) for the bar-
yon resonance of spin (Z = L+ 2) has the form"

(L x
&

M —iP' L+1 "„"„':".g (L+1, ), (A2)

with the help of which Eq. (Al) is amenable to quick simplification and hence to the identification of t, and
$, (as the coefficients of 6„„and p„p„respectively) in a straightforward way. Thus
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where

2(P k)', ,M, P k (L+ 1)!
Mm m Mm (2L+1)!!

2k2 (L+1)!
Mm (2L+1)!!

(P k)'
H„=kpBp„k, =k'+ (A4)

6„„being the spin-1 projection operator.
The problem of extrapolation off the mass shell in the quantity 8, which appears in this expression rather

sensitively (with a high exponent} is discussed in Sec. IV.
The contributions of other resonances to the functions E, and g, via different types of couplings can be

written in a similar manner, apart from a lengthy but routine problem of algebraic complexity.

APPENDIX B

Ne indicate here the method of evaluation of ImT« for the case of a typical resonance contribution, say
N, as an illustration of the computation techniques. The structure of the currents for the coupling to an

resonance is

1/2
j&~, =g (-, io„„k, +imply„, )f~'z(k„,) p&."..'„+f~) f „I t}„'„'!'..„,(k„}3 P U I P P Py P ' 'Pi

1/8
j@}=g (io&,„k„,+3im y„,)f~!z&(k&,)~P+,."~&, + f~~) . g~&',„'P...„,(k&.)~ '

where the form factors f ~~'~& refer to the direct and recoil term, respectively. Substitution of this expres-
sion in (3.12) leads to the consideration of the following different types of tensors (orders 2, 1, and 0) as a
result of contraction of the projection operator e~p, with different numbers of available four-vectors
(k„,k„,):

8ai '(L -1)!(L+1)
[8,(L+1}6»,+ V&V~, (L —1) —io „.~8, + i Vz(V&Zx&z

—V&o„z)(L —1)],

where

PpPpi
~pp =~pp + M.

P 'kpp
Vp =kp)6pp) =kp+

1
(r&r r r&)

Pp
M2

8a (L+ 1)!C„=C"„kqi=
(2 ), , V„i+geo„,), Vq), (a3)

8g,
~ '(L+1)!
(2L+1) ( t ( P' 2 P'x z) ~

4-4'k k - 8~(L'I}'
(2L, +1)!!' (B5)

In terms of these symbols the actual expression for the N contribution to Eq. (3.12) works out in a
straightforward manner as
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2

ImT«=-~ —e e u(p} (~ io&,„k„,+imply&, )(M —ii(}( io-„„k,+3im~y„)(f~~'z) 4

1/2-
+(-, io„,„,k„, + i m~y„, )(M —iP')4)„ f~~+&& f~(z'

+ (io„,„k„,+3i m p „.)(M —iI!)4) f &+~~ f~&~&—

+(M —iP)4" ( i(T„-„k„+3imay„) f~&'~& fII)—

5 L j./2-
+(M-if )4"'( ', i—o„„k,+impy„) f~~'~& f~&~&—

The treatment of the 5 function proceeds on identical lines to those described in Eq. (3.5) of the text.
This expression can be simplified through the use of the relations

k =0, e =1, P ~ e=P e=k e=0,

and

u(p)p'u(p) = , u(p)iffu(p) = , u(p)y'flu(p} = u(p)ff u(p) = p ~ k,
P.p . p k

(»)

eventually leading to an expression depending only on the Lorentz-invariant quantity p ~ k (= -mE„}.
Exactly similar considerations apply to the N resonances. The NB' resonance involves a considerably

greater amount of algebra but no essentially new difficulty.
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An s-channel analysis of g-production processes induced by pions and photons on protons
is made in the momentum region 2.9-13.3 GeV/c. The analysis is carried out in a model of
higher baryon couplings, which is characterized by a relativistic extension of a broken

SU&SOS with partial symmetry scheme for BBLP and BBIV couplings in a unified fashion.
In this high-energy extension of the model we incorporate seven baryon trajectories, viz. ,
N~(938), N& (1530), NB (1715), N'& (1675), N& (1520), N&(1675), and W&(1860), for which we
carry out piecewise summations over the contributions of the particles involved in the corre-
sponding towers, formally up to infinity. The predictions of the theory are compared with
experiment with respect to the {i) total and differential cross sections and the recoil neutron
polarization for the process ~ p gn, and (ii) differential cross sections for the process
yp gp at several incident energies. In general the agreement with experiment is rather
good up to -10 GeV/c. The reasons for the success up to this momentum, as well as the
limitations to extension beyond this value, are discussed in the context of contemporary ideas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the peculiar quantum numbers of the
g meson which forbid its couplings to several me-

son pairs, a study of the production of this parti-
cle in nN and yN processes provides a unique op-
portunity to examine the working of duality in a
relatively clean fashion. From the point of view


